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1. Introduction 

This Standard Practices and Procedures (SPP) describes IroquoiSystems, Inc. policies regarding the 
handling and protection of classified information. This SPP is applicable to all employees, 
subcontractors, consultants, vendors, and visitors to our facility and is a supplement to the National 
Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM)[1], which takes precedence in instances of 
apparent conflict. 

2. Facility Information 

2.1. Facility Clearance 

A facility clearance (FCL) is an administrative determination that a facility is eligible for access to 
classified information or award of a classified contract. IroquoiSystems, Inc  has a Secret facility 
clearance. The FCL is valid for access to classified information at the Secret or lower classification level.  

2.2. Facility Security Officer 

Having a facility clearance IroquoiSystems, Inc must agree to adhere to the rules of the National 
Industrial Security Program (NISP). As part of the NISP, contractors are responsible for appointing a 
Facility Security Officer (FSO). The FSO must be a U.S. citizen, an employee of the company, and cleared 
to the level of the facility clearance. The FSO must complete required training and is responsible for 
supervising and directing security measures necessary for implementing the NISPOM and related 
Federal requirements for classified information. Sheree J. Hendrick is the FSO for IroquoiSystems, Inc 
and can be reached at 256-895-0106 ext 100 (o) or 256-797-4318 (c). 

2.3. Storage Capability  

The facility clearance level is separate from the storage capability level. Contractors must receive a 
separate approval prior to storing any classified information. IroquoiSystems, Inc has not been approved 
to store classified material. We are a non-possessing facility. Section 9 discusses the procedures for 
appropriate handling, storage and control of classified material, and is included for informational 
purposes only. IroquoiSystems  employees follow the processes and procedures established by the host 
facility.  

3. Personnel Security Clearances 

3.1. Clearance Procedures 

IroquoiSystems, Inc employees will be processed for a personnel security clearance (PCL) only when a 
determination has been made that access is necessary for performance on a classified contract.  The 
number of employees processed for a clearance will be limited to the minimum necessary for operation 
efficiency. 
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IroquoiSystems, Inc will utilize the Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS) to initiate the clearance 
request process. Each applicant for a security clearance must produce evidence of citizenship such as an 
original birth certificate or passport. Applicants will complete the Questionnaire for National Security 
Positions (SF-86) through OPM’s electronic questionnaires for investigation processing (e-QIP) system.   

The FSO will ensure that prior to initiating the e-QIP action, the applicant is provided a copy of NISPOM 
paragraph 2-202. This ensures the employee is aware that the SF-86 is subject to review by the FSO only 
to determine the information is adequate and complete but will be used by IroquoiSystems Inc for no 
other purpose and protected in accordance with the Privacy Act of 1975.  

While IroquoiSystems, Inc. initiates the clearance process for employees, the government will make the 
determination of whether or not an individual is eligible to access classified information and grant the 
personnel clearance.  

3.2. Reinvestigations 

Depending upon the level of access required, individuals holding security clearances are subject to a 
periodic reinvestigation (PR) at a minimum of every five years for Top Secret, 10 years for Secret and 15 
years for Confidential. Our FSO is responsible for reviewing all access records to ensure employees are 
submitted for PRs as required.  

3.3. Consultants 

For security administration purposes, consultants are treated as employees of IroquoiSystems, Inc. and 
must comply with this SPP and the NISPOM. Consultants will, however, be required to execute a 
Consultant Agreement which outlines any security responsibilities specific to the consultant.  

Note: If IroquoiSystems, Inc. sponsors a consultant for a PCL, IroquoiSystems, Inc. must compensate 
the consultant directly; otherwise, the company receiving compensation must obtain a Facility 
Security Clearance (FCL) and serve as a subcontractor to IroquoiSystems, Inc.. If IroquoiSystems were 
to bring in a consultant, we would go through DSS to ensure the proper procedures are being 
followed. 

4. Security Education 

4.1. Initial Security Briefings 

All cleared employees must receive an initial security briefing and sign a Nondisclosure Agreement (SF 
312) prior to being granted access to classified material for the first time. The SF 312 is an agreement 
between the United States Government and a cleared individual. At a minimum, the initial briefing will 
include the following: 

• Threat Awareness Briefing (Recognizing, detecting and detouring Insider Threat  & methodologies of 
adversaries) 

• Defensive Security Briefing  
• Overview of Security Classification System 
• Employee reporting obligations and requirements (See Section 6.1-6.7: Reporting Requirements) 
• Overview of the SPP 
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4.2. Annual Security Briefings 

Annual briefings will be provided to all cleared employees in order to remind employees of their 
obligation to protect classified information and provide any updates to security requirements.  

4.3. Debriefings 

When a cleared employee no longer requires a security clearance or terminates employment with 
IroquoiSystems, Inc., the employee will be debriefed by the FSO.    

5. Security Vulnerability Assessments/Self-Inspections 

5.1. Defense Security Service 

The Defense Security Service (DSS) is the government cognizant security office (CSO) which provides 
oversight of contractors’ procedures and practices for safeguarding classified defense information.  
Industrial Security Representatives of DSS may contact you in connection with the conduct of a security 
vulnerability assessment of the facility, an investigation of an unauthorized disclosure of classified 
information, or to provide advice and assistance to IroquoiSystems, Inc. and its employees on security 
related issues. 

• Our assigned DSS field office is: 
Huntsville Field Office 
Mark Schoenig 
1525 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 425 
Huntsville, Al 35806 
256-801-3510 (o) 

• Industrial Security Representative of DSS Huntsville Field Office: 
Jeannie W. Russell 
Sr. Industrial Security Specialist 
1525 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 425 
Huntsville, Al 35806 
256-801-3510 (o) 
jeannie.w.russell.civ@mail.mil 
 

5.2. Security Vulnerability Assessments (SVA) 

IroquoiSystems, Inc. will be assessed by the DSS Huntsville Field Office Industrial Security Representative 
(ISR). During the assessment, IroquoiSystems, Inc. security processes and procedures will be checked to 
ensure compliance with the NISPOM. The ISR will interview IroquoiSystems, Inc. employees to assess 
the effectiveness of the security program. Your cooperation with DSS during the SVA is required.  

5.3. Self-Inspections 

IroquoiSystems, Inc. security staff monitors its security posture on a continuous basis using a format 
similar to the DSS SVA. A formal report with details on any vulnerabilities found and actions taken, will 
be submitted to DSS annually, on corporate letter head.  The purpose of  continuously self-assessing the 
security procedures is to determine the effectiveness and identify any deficiencies/weaknesses.  As part 
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of this self-inspection, IroquoiSystems, Inc. employees may be interviewed. The results of the self-
inspection will be briefed to employees during annual refresher briefings.   

6. Individual Reporting Responsibilities 

All IroquoiSystems, Inc. employees are to report any of the following information to the FSO.  
IroquoiSystems, Inc. also provides a link on the corporate web site, for those who wish to report 
anonymously. 

6.1. Espionage/Sabotage 

Report any information concerning existing or threatened espionage, sabotage or subversive activities. 
The FSO will forward a report to the FBI and DSS.   

6.2. Suspicious Contacts 

Suspicious contacts are efforts by any individual, regardless of nationality, to obtain illegal or 
unauthorized access to classified information or to compromise cleared employees. Employees should 
report all suspicious contacts to the FSO. The FSO forwards all reports to the respective government 
agency for review and action. 

6.3. Adverse Information 

Adverse information is any information regarding a cleared employee or employee in process for a 
clearance which suggests that his/her ability to safeguard classified information may be impaired or that 
his or her access to classified information may not be in the interest of national security.  Cleared 
employees must report adverse information regarding himself, herself, or another cleared individual to 
the FSO. Reportable adverse information includes: 

• Relationships with any known saboteur, spy, traitor, anarchist, or any espionage or secret agent of a 
foreign nation 

• Serious mental instability or treatment at any mental institution 
• Use of illegal substances or excessive use of alcohol or other prescription drugs 
• Excessive debt, including garnishments on employee’s wages 
• Unexplained affluence/wealth 
• Unexplained absence from work for periods of time that is unwarranted or peculiar 
• Criminal convictions involving a gross misdemeanor, felony, or court martial 
• Violations and deliberate disregard for established security regulations or procedures 
• Unauthorized disclosure of classified information 
• Members of, or individuals sympathetic to, an organization aiming to overthrow the U.S. 

Government by unconstitutional means. 
• Involvement in the theft of, or any damage to, Government property 

Note: Reporting adverse information does not necessarily mean the termination of a personnel 
clearance. Reports should not be based on rumor or innuendo.  
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6.4. Loss, Compromise, or Suspected Compromise of Classified Information 

Cleared employees must immediately report the loss, compromise, or suspected compromise of 
classified information. 

6.5. Security Violations 

Cleared employees must report any failure to comply with a requirement of this SPP or of the NISPOM. 
See Section 7 regarding IroquoiSystems, Inc.’s graduated scale of disciplinary actions. 

6.6. Personal Changes 

Cleared employees must report personal changes to include: 

• Change in name 
• Termination of employment 
• Change in citizenship 
• Access to classified information is no longer needed 
• No longer wish to be processed for a personnel clearance or continue an existing clearance  

6.7. Security Equipment Vulnerabilities 

All employees must report significant vulnerability in security equipment or hardware/software that 
could possibly lead to the loss or compromise of classified information.  

7. Graduated Scale of Disciplinary Actions 

Portions of IroquoiSystems' Security Incident Policy and Procedures Manual have been reproduced 
here as a guide in understanding employee responsibilities, what constitutes an incident, and what 
are the possible consequences. 

7.1. Employee Responsibilities 

All employees that have the responsibility to safeguard classified information/material from 
unauthorized access are subject to disciplinary actions (administrative and/or criminal). 

• Potential or actual infractions or violations of classified information/material must be reported 
immediately to the FSO to ensure the integrity of the information/material and the corporation.   

• Employees must inform the FSO orally or in writing of any improper security practice that comes to 
the employee’s attention in order that remedial action may be taken.  

• Failure to report or the misrepresentation of an infraction or violation is in itself a violation and may 
result in a disciplinary action.   

7.2. Security Incident  Defined 

A Security Incident is the failure to safeguard classified documents, materials or items and can include 
reportable events where security of information, materials, equipment, personnel, and/or areas are 
either suspected to have been, or has the potential to be compromised per NISPOM regulations on 
reportable topics: Chapter 1, Paragraphs 301-304 detailing reportable items. 
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The significance of a security incident does not depend upon whether information was actually 
compromised. It depends upon the intentions and attitudes of the individual who committed the 
violation.  Ability and willingness to follow the rules for protection of classified information is a 
prerequisite for maintaining a security clearance.  

Although accidental and infrequent infractions or minor violations are to be expected, deliberate or 
repeated failure to follow the rules is definitely not. It may be a symptom of underlying attitudes, 
emotional, or personality problems that are a serious security concern.  

• Reporting of security incidents is an honor system and everyone is responsible to ensure that all 
classified items are secured properly and afforded all the protection required and when a security 
incident occurs initiate self-reporting. 

• All security incidents will become part of the individual’s security record that is maintained by the 
FSO.    

• Contractually imposed government security requirements are detailed in each Contract Security 
Specification Classification (DD 254).  

• Provisions for the protection of ISI proprietary/private information can also be found in the 
Employee Policy and Procedure Manual 1.12. These specifications apply to all ISI employees.  

7.3. Failure to comply: 

Failure to comply with Company policy and procedures may result in disciplinary action as prescribed 
below: 

• Incidents involving noncompliance with ISI security policy or policy of ISI's customers will be 
investigated and may result in disciplinary action.  

• An investigation will be performed in instances resulting in the loss, compromise, or suspected 
compromise of either classified information provided under a formal agreement with another 
entity, or in any situation, which may have afforded the opportunity for such an occurrence. 

• Only the FSO can issue a Security Violation or Security Infraction and is responsible for determining 
whether an incident is a Security Violation or a Security Infraction. 

• The FSO, after consultation with management and Human Resources, may impose administrative 
disciplinary action as needed. For example, closed area infraction may cause loss of closed area 
privileges for a specific time period; violation/infraction of a classified safe may cause loss of safe 
privileges, etc. 

• Failure to report a security violation is itself a security violation and may be a very serious concern.  

After the arrest of Navy spy Jerry Whitworth, who was part of the infamous John Walker spy 
ring, interviews with Whitworth's work colleagues identified one who had noticed classified 
papers in Whitworth's personal locker, another who had observed Whitworth monitoring and 
copying a sensitive communications line without authorization, and a third who knew Whitworth 
took classified materials home with him but believed he was doing it only to keep his work 
current. Failure to report these violations enabled Whitworth's espionage to continue. 

7.4. Infraction vs. Violation Example 

The difference between an infraction and a violation can be very fine.   

Let’s examine leaving classified material on your desk; in one instance you are in protected space, i.e. 
vaulted area with 24/7 alarm system; however, other personnel in the area may not have the same 
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access as you even though they are cleared.  The possibility of compromise is very low in this instance; 
consequently it can be viewed as an infraction.   

But consider the act of leaving classified material on your desk in an unsecured area; it is a violation 
because the possibility of compromise is very high.  Both instances have the same scenario but two 
vastly different outcomes due to the security considerations affecting the situation. 

7.5. Security Infractions  

An unintentional deviation from established government or Company security regulations that does not 
result in compromise or suspected compromise of classified or Company proprietary/private 
information, or such unclassified information provided under a formal agreement with another entity. 
Notice of a Security Infraction is generally issued in cases where the deviation is promptly detected and 
corrected, and where the employee(s) involved readily accepts responsibility for the matter. It is a 
security incident that in the judgment of the FSO does not result in actual or possible compromise of the 
information.  1 

Infractions are more administrative in nature, but are required to be documented to deter patterns of 
neglect or disregard for security procedures.2 

7.5.1. Infraction Examples: 

• Failure to log opening or closing of a security container or vault door. 
• At the end of the workday, an employee fails to record the closing of a security container or vault 

door on the log sheet.   
• You can be issued an infraction for leaving classified material out on your desk even if you are in a 

vaulted area that is approved for classified materials and there is a 24/7 monitored and approved 
alarm system which was operational and in use when the material was left out on the desk. 

7.5.2. Infraction Graduated Scale of Discipline Matrix 

Infraction Retraining Documented 
Verbal 
Warning  

Documented 
Verbal 
Reprimand 

Written 
Reprimand 

Disciplinary 
Suspension 
of 
Employment 
and/or 
Security 
Clearance 

Termination 

Of 
employment 
and/or 
Security 
Clearance 

Criminal 
Actions 

1st Offense X X X X    

2nd  
Offense 

X X X X X   

3rd  
Offense 

X X X X X X X 

                                                           

 
1 Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company “Security Incidents” Revision 7 Updated Penalties for Security 
Violations section. 
2 www.uab.edu/policies/content/Pages/UAB-FA-PRO-0000749.aspx 
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3 Notes: Suspension of a security clearance can be for any length of time that is determined to be appropriate for the security incident and will 
be determined by management the FSO.  Prior to the reinstatement of the security clearance a meeting to discuss the individual’s suitability for 
a security clearance will be held.  Attending will be the FSO, the individual and the individual’s immediate supervisor.  This meeting is 
mandatory for reinstatement of the security clearance. Any clearance suspension or termination will be noted in the Department of Defense 
Joint Personnel Access System database.  This is the database of record for the U.S. Government that tracks all industrial security clearances 
and actions. 

Per NISPOM (DOD 5220.22-M) section 1-304 entitled “Individual Culpability Reports” any security violation that deliberately disregards security 
requirements, or, involves gross negligence in the handling of classified material, or, was not deliberate in nature but involves a pattern of 
negligence or carelessness will be reported to the Defense Security Service.   

Also the deliberate disclosure of classified information/material will also be reported to the FBI for criminal investigation.   

7.6. Security Violations 

• An intentional or unintentional deviation from government or Company security regulations.  
• In the judgment of the FSO, the deviation results, or could result, in the actual or possible 

compromise of classified or Company proprietary/private information.  
• In addition it can include unclassified information provided under a formal agreement with 

another entity. And/or could include any willful non-compliance with an established security 
regulation. 

• The DoD 5220-22-M National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM), defines a 
security violation as a failure to comply with the policy and procedures established by the 
NISPOM that reasonably could result in the loss or compromise of classified information.4 

• Security violations involving classified information must be appropriately investigated. An 
investigation is necessary to determine whether the classified information was at risk of 
compromise, the individual(s) responsible for the violation, and whether appropriate corrective 
actions have been implemented to preclude a recurrence.”5 

• Security Violations may require formal notification to the Defense Security Service or other 
government agencies by Security.    

7.6.1. Violation Examples: 

• Leaving a classified file or security container unlocked and unattended either during or outside 
normal working hours. 

• Keeping classified material in a desk or unauthorized cabinet, container, or area. 
• Leaving classified material unsecured or unattended on desks, tables, cabinets, or elsewhere in 

an unsecured area, either during or after normal working hours. 
• Losing classified material that has been entrusted to your care. 
• Reproducing or transmitting classified material without proper authorization. 
• Removing classified material from the work area in order to work on it at home. 
• Granting a visitor, contractor, employee or any other person access to classified information 

without verifying both the individual's clearance level and need-to-know. 
                                                           

 
3 Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company “Security Incidents” Revision 7 Updated Penalties for Security 
Violations section. 
4 DoD 5220.22-M, National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual February 2006 Incorporating 
Change 1. March 28, 2013. 
5 Defense Security Service (DSS) Center for Development of Security Excellence (CDSE) Administrative Inquiry (AI) 
Process Job Aid July 2011 
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• Discussing classified information over the telephone or other than a phone approved for 
classified discussion. 

• Discussing classified information in lobbies, cafeterias, corridors, or any other public area where 
the discussion might be overheard. 

• Carrying safe combinations or computer passwords (identifiable as such) on one's person, 
writing them on calendar pads, keeping them in desk drawers, or otherwise failing to protect 
the security of a safe or computer. 

• Failure to mark classified documents properly. 
• Failure to follow appropriate procedures for the destruction of classified material. 
• Tampering with a security container or vault door. 

7.6.2. Violation Graduated Scale of Discipline Matrix 

Violation Retraining Documented 
Verbal 
Warning  

Documented 
Verbal 
Reprimand 

Written 
Reprimand 

Disciplinary 
Suspension 
of 
Employment 
and/or 
Security 
Clearance 

Termination 

Of 
employment 
and/or 
Security 
Clearance 

Criminal 
Actions 

1st 
Offense 

X X X X X X X 

2nd  
Offense 

   X X X X 

3rd  
Offense 

    X X X 

Notes: Suspension of a security clearance can be for any length of time that is determined to be appropriate for the security incident and will be 
determined by management the FSO.  Prior to the reinstatement of the security clearance a meeting to discuss the individual’s suitability for a 
security clearance will be held.  Attending will be the FSO, the individual and the individual’s immediate supervisor.  This meeting is mandatory 
for reinstatement of the security clearance. 

Any clearance suspension or termination will be noted in the Department of Defense Joint Personnel Access System database.  This is the 
database of record for the U.S. Government that tracks all industrial security clearances and actions. 

Per NISPOM (DOD 5220.22-M) section 1-304 entitled “Individual Culpability Reports” any security violation that deliberately disregards security 
requirements, or, involves gross negligence in the handling of classified material, or, was not deliberate in nature but involves a pattern of 
negligence or carelessness will be reported to the Defense Security Service.   

Also the deliberate disclosure of classified information/material will also be reported to the FBI for criminal investigation.   
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Defense Hotline 

The Department of Defense (DoD) provides a Defense Hotline as a confidential avenue for individuals to 
report allegations of wrongdoing pertaining to programs, personnel, and operations that fall under the 
purview of the Department of Defense, pursuant to the Inspector General Act of 1978. Anyone, 
including members of the public, DoD personnel and DoD contractor employees, may file a complaint 
with the DoD Hotline.  

 
DEFENSE HOTLINE 

THE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1900 

TELEPHONE: 800-424-9098 
http://www.dodig.mil/hotline 

8. Marking Classified Information 

8.1. Classification Levels 

• TOP SECRET - Material that if compromised could cause “Exceptionally Grave” damage to national 
security and requires the highest degree of protection. 

• SECRET - Material that if compromised could cause “Serious” damage to national security and 
requires a substantial degree of protection. 

• CONFIDENTIAL - Material that if compromised could cause “Identifiable” damage to national 
security. 

8.2. Original Classification 

The determination to originally classify information may be made ONLY by a U.S. Government official 
who has been delegated the authority in writing. Information is classified pursuant to Executive Order 
13526 and is designated and marked as Top Secret, Secret or Confidential. Contractors make derivative 
classification decisions based on the guidance provided by the Contract Security Classification 
Specification (DD Form 254) and Security Classification Guidance applicable to each classified contract.  

9. Classified Information 

9.1. Classification Levels 

• TOP SECRET - Material that if compromised could cause “Exceptionally Grave” damage to national 
security and requires the highest degree of protection. 

• SECRET - Material that if compromised could cause “Serious” damage to national security and 
requires a substantial degree of protection. 

• CONFIDENTIAL - Material that if compromised could cause “Identifiable” damage to national 
security. 

http://www.dodig.mil/hotline
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9.2. Oral Discussions 

IroquoiSystems, Inc. employees shall ensure that classified discussions will not take place over unsecure 
telephones, in public conveyances or places, or in any other manner that permits interception by 
unauthorized persons. If you need to have a classified discussion, contact the FSO to determine which 
areas have been designated for classified discussions.  

9.3. End-of-Day Checks 

To ensure that all storage containers are properly secured, IroquoiSystems, Inc. employees will follow 
those guidelines and procedures established by the host facility. 

9.4. Receiving Classified Material 

All incoming classified material will be received by cleared, authorized individuals and all 
IroquoiSystems, Inc. employees will handle the material in a manner consistent with standards set by 
the host facility. 

9.5. Storage of Classified Information 

IroquoiSystems, Inc. is currently NOT approved to store classified material up to the Secret level.  

NOTE: Classified information cannot be removed from an ISI host facility for use or storage at an 
individual’s private residence or at ISI's non-possessing corporate office. 

9.6. Combinations 

Authorized persons should memorize the combinations of classified security containers. Passwords 
should not be written down. 

9.7. Reproduction, Destruction, and Retention of Classified Material 

Classified information may only be reproduced on copy machines that have been approved for classified 
reproduction at the host facility and only when required by the host facility. Once classified material has 
served its purpose, it will be returned to the government customer or destroyed as soon as possible in a 
manner prescribed by the host facility. IroquoiSystems, Inc. employees follow procedures established by 
the host facilities 

10. Public Release/Disclosure 

IroquoiSystems, Inc. is not permitted to disclose classified or unclassified information pertaining to a 
classified contract to the public without prior review and approval by the government customer. If you 
have a need to perform a presentation or create brochures, promotional sales literature, reports to 
stockholders, or similar materials, on subject matter related to a classified contract, even if unclassified, 
please see the FSO to determine if we must obtain approval from the customer.  

Note: Classified information made public is not automatically considered unclassified. IroquoiSystems, 
Inc. personnel shall continue the classification until formally advised to the contrary. 
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11. Visit Procedures 

11.1. Outgoing Visits  

All classified visits require advance notification to, and approval of, the place being visited. When it 
becomes necessary for employees of IroquoiSystems, Inc. to visit other cleared contractors or 
Government agencies and access to classified information is anticipated, employees must notify the FSO 
and provide the contractor or agency to be visited, the time and duration of visit, the reason for the 
visit, and the person to be contacted. Ample time must be allowed to permit the visit authorization 
request to be prepared, submitted via JPAS to the contractor/agency, and processed by their visitor 
control.  

12. Information System Security 

IroquoiSystems, Inc. maintains its Information Systems as prescribed in the NIST 800-181.  

NOTE: Classified information CANNOT be entered into any computer or other electronic device at 
IroquoiSystems, Inc. If you have any question as to whether a system is approved, please contact the 
FSO or Senior Management Official. 

13. Emergency Procedures 

13.1. Emergency Plan 

In emergency situations, it is important to safeguard all classified information as best as possible.  
However, the overriding consideration in any emergency situation is the safety of personnel. 
IroquoiSystems, Inc. employees are to follow the procedures established by the host facility and are 
advised to not risk their life or the lives of others in order to secure classified information.  For example, 
in case of fire, you may need to immediately exit the facility with the classified materials in your 
possession.  Seek out the FSO of the host facility for further instructions once in a safe environment. 

13.2. Emergency Contact Numbers 

Name Main # Cell Phone # 
William A. Moquin  256.658.1047 
William L. Scrip  256.509.3050 
Mark Moe  256.658.1049 
Sheree Hendrick  256.797.4318 
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14. Definitions 

The following definitions are common security related terms. 

Access The ability and opportunity to obtain knowledge of classified 
information. 

Adverse Information Any information that adversely reflects on the integrity or character of a 
cleared employee, which suggests that his or her ability to safeguard 
classified information may be impaired or that his or her access to 
classified information clearly may be in the interest of national security. 

Authorized Person A person who has a need-to-know for the classified information 
involved, and has been granted a personnel clearance at the required 
level. 

Classified Contract Any contract that requires, or will require, access to classified 
information by the contractor or its employees in the performance of the 
contract. 

Classified Information Official Government information which has been determined to require 
protection against unauthorized disclosure in the interest of national 
security. 

Cleared Employees All IroquoiSystems, Inc. employees granted a personnel clearance or who 
are in process for a personnel clearance. 

Closed Area An area that meets the requirements outlined in the NISPOM for 
safeguarding classified information that, because of its size, nature, and 
operational necessity, cannot be adequately protected by the normal 
safeguards, or stored during nonworking hours in approved containers. 

Communication Security 
(COMSEC) 

COMSEC refers to protective measures taken to deny unauthorized 
persons information derived from telecommunications of the U.S. 
Government relating to national security and to ensure the authenticity 
of such communications. 

Compromise An unauthorized disclosure of classified information.  

CONFIDENTIAL Classified information or material that requires protection whereby 
unauthorized disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause damage 
to our national security. 

Facility (Security) Clearance An administrative determination that, from a security viewpoint, a 
facility is eligible for access to classified information of a certain category 
(and all lower categories).  

Foreign Interest Any foreign government, agency of a foreign government, or 
representative of a foreign government; any form of business enterprise 
or legal entity organized, chartered or incorporated under the laws of 
any country other than the United States or its territories, and any 
person who is not a citizen or national of the United States.  

Foreign National Any person who is not a citizen or national of the United States.  
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Need-to-Know (NTK) A determination made by an authorized holder of classified information 
that a prospective recipient has a requirement for access to, knowledge 
of, or possession of the classified information in order to perform tasks 
or services to fulfill a classified contract or program. 

Personnel Security 
Clearance (PCL) 

An administrative determination that an individual is eligible, from a 
security point of view, for access to classified information of the same or 
lower category as the level of the personnel clearance being granted. 

Public Disclosure The passing of information and/or material pertaining to a classified 
contract to the public or any member of the public by any means of 
communication. 

SECRET Classified information or material that requires a substantial degree of 
protection, the unauthorized disclosure of which could reasonably be 
expected to cause serious damage to our national security. 

Security Violation Failure to comply with policy and procedures established by the NISPOM 
that could reasonably result in the loss or compromise of classified 
information. 

Standard Practice 
Procedures (SPP) 

A document prepared by contractors outlining the applicable 
requirements of the NISPOM for the contractor’s operations and 
involvement with classified information at the contractor’s facility. 

Subcontractor A supplier, distributor, vendor, or firm that furnishes supplies or services 
to or for a prime contractor or another subcontractor. 

TOP SECRET Classified information or material that requires the highest degree of 
protection, the unauthorized disclosure of which could reasonably be 
expected to cause exceptionally grave damage to our national security. 

Unauthorized Person A person not authorized to have access to specific classified information 
in accordance with the requirements of the NISPOM. 

15. Abbreviations & Acronyms 

AFSO Assistant Facility Security Officer 

AIS Automated Information System 

C Confidential 

CAGE Commercial and Government Entity 

COMSEC Communication Security 

CSA Cognizant Security Agency 

CSO Cognizant Security Office 

DoD Department of Defense 

DoD CAF Department of Defense Central Adjudication Facility 
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DOE Department of Energy 

DSS Defense Security Service 

DTIC Defense Technical Information Center 

e-QIP Electronic Questionnaires for Investigation Processing 

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FCL Facility (Security) Clearance 

FSO Facility Security Officer 

GCA Government Contracting Activity 

GSA General Services Administration 

ISFD Industrial Security Facilities Database 

ISSM Information System Security Manager 

ISSO Information System Security Officer 

ITAR International Traffic in Arms 

JPAS Joint Personnel Adjudication System 

KMP Key Management Personnel 

NISP National Industrial Security Program 

NISPOM National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual 

NTK Need-To-Know 

OPM Office of Personnel Management 

PCL Personnel Security Clearance 

POC Point of Contact 

PR Periodic Reinvestigation 

PSMO-I Personnel Security Management Office for Industry 

S Secret 

SCG Security Classification Guide 

SPP Standard Practice Procedures 

TS Top Secret 

U Unclassified 

US United States 
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16. References 

1) National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM), DoD 5220.22-M. 
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